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MINUTES – ISC Meeting – November 8, 2006 (Submitted by Elena Khatskevich) 
 
Attended by: Donal Carbaugh, Edward Chang, Steven Forrest, Frank Hugus, Nigar Khan, Elena 
Khatskevich, Howard A. Peelle, Irena Bozin-Mirkovic, Phil Nasca, Lorna Peterson. 
 
1. Approval of the Minutes of the October 11 meeting. Edward Chang made a motion to approve the 

Minutes of the October meeting. The motion was seconded by Steven Forrest and the minutes were 
approved by the members of the council. 

 
2. Donal Carbaugh, the Council Chair appointed Elena Khatskevich as a graduate student 

representative in the Council. Elizabeth Bieri was appointed as an undergraduate student 
representative. Elena Khatskevich introduced herself.  

 
3. Procedures for the Approval of Proposals before the ISC.  

 
There is a variety of procedures for the international study program approval on campus. Some 
agreements come to ISC then go to the Faculty Senate. This happens when there are new 
“international” courses created within departments, which are then submitted to ISC and then go to 
the Faculty Senate. Sometimes, however, the international component is implemented through an 
already existing course, so here the approval stops with the ISC because no new course is created. 
 
Donal Carbaugh elaborated how ISC is the sole approving body when 1) a department creates a new 
“international” course out of an existing course. 2) At other times, the department has an option of 
creating an experimental course, or 3) they may internationalize an existing course. All of these 
options can involve the approval of ISC, but need not go to the Faculty Senate, since a new, 
permanent course is not being created.  
 
Answering Stephen’s question, Frank Hugus said that if there is a new institutional exchange, the 
department should first go to IPO. Donal Carbaugh added that IPO is on ISC and this way each 
institutional body is informed.  

 
4. Faculty Handbook for Leading Short -Term Programs Abroad. 
 

Donal Carbaugh presented a draft of the Faculty Handbook for Leading Short-Term Programs 
Abroad which needs to be approved by ISC. It was initiated by Laurel Foster-Moore within ISC. The 
final document will most probably exist in digital form to facilitate possible updating of it. Donal 
Carbaugh proposed aiming toward approval of it in Spring 2006. There will be a shorter version 
available, an executive summary. The Council members were asked to let Donal Carbaugh, Frank 
Hugus and Steven Forrest know about their further ideas concerning the project. The biggest 
problem with new proposals is how the faculty and the university community are protected in terms 
of liability.    

 
 

5. International Programs Office Report – Frank Hugus  
 
Frank Hugus reported on the recent trip of UMass delegation to China.  
International Education week is scheduled for November 13-17, this year it doesn’t have as many 
events as last year. There is one event – International Talent Show 
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The UMass President’s Office is holding negotiations with China to have Confucius Institute located 
in Boston to promote knowledge about China and Chinese culture. Inauguration will be held on  
November 20. 
 
The university will hold the first Fulbright Commemorative dinner which will carry on as annual. 
Jon Mullin is going to be the keynote speaker. This year is 60th anniversary of the Fulbright awards. 
International Residence Advisory Council will meet twice a semester to decide how to create system 
agreements open to faculty and students from all the campus. The president is interested in a 
database which will include opportunities for students and faculty all kinds of activities. 
Frank Hugus talked about the Bologna process which will reconfigure undergraduate education in 
the next 30 years. It presupposes a 3 year undergraduate education, and then go on to two years on 
Masters degree. Nigar Khan pointed out that the US universities might doubt if it is possible to have 
students who didn’t have enough years of education go to graduate school. Another concern here is 
accreditation.  

 
Umass - Baden-Wurtenberg exchange program brought in to Amherst 13 faculty members. The 
program received a positive evaluation and was a good opportunity for everybody to share 
information.  

 
Collaboration with Heidelberg University was put on hold because of different factors.  

 
6. Report from COPE. 
 

COPE prepared the Faculty Handbook for Leading Short-Term Programs Abroad. Roberto 
Ludovico, an Italian university representative came to IPO and they were referred to COPE.  

 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 pm. 


